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Abstract. The Track, Trace & Control (TTC) Systems are utilized in the manufacturing 

processes to detect the status of the system, analyze its performance and help make intelligent 

decisions to improve it. These systems are an essential element of the business strategy that helps 

obtaining competitive advantage through a real-time visibility feature. RFID is an Automated Data 

Identification and Acquisition System that allows collecting and transferring production and 

business information. This techno-logy uses radiofrequency waves to transfer the data from an 

electronic tag (RFDI tag) adhered to an object, through a transceiver (RFID reader) for the purpose 

of identifying and tracing the object of interest through the manufacturing process. This paper 

(derived from an in-process academic thesis) introduces to the basics of the RFID technology and 

applies this knowledge to a complex RFID Application Protocol at a Custom Blind Manufacturing 

Organization in Mexico. 
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1 Introduction 

Aside from the transformation of physical entities, manufacturing also creates new data, 

such as parameters of produced items and conditions established during the manufacturing 

process [1]. Growing complexity and external demands impose a growing need for unique 

identification of entities taking part in the manufacturing process [2]. Many 

manufacturing companies have adopted new information systems for monitoring 

fabrication activities and take immediate action in order to solve any emergent event that 

might cause an issue in the production flow or dissatisfaction from a customer [3]. 

The TTC Systems are utilized in the manufacturing processes to detect the status of 

the system, analyze its performance and help make intelligent decisions to its 

improvement [4]. 

 Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) responds to these demands by providing a 

flexible platform that integrates the operability of the technology with the different 

information processes that coexist in the companies through the design of the proper 

RFID Architecture and Traceability Networks.  

 The applicability of this work will be supported by a real industrial environment 

where the viability of the RFID Technology implementation will be investigated.    
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2 Track, Trace & Control Systems 

Tracking is defined as the ability to physically locate the specific position of items inside 

a facility. The possibility to know in real time the location of a specific item reduces the 

uncertainty in the supply chain allowing better alignment of physical and information 

flows [5].  

Traceability refers to the capability of an application to track the state of goods while 

discovering information regarding its past state. Traceability is vital for efficient business 

operations and for making effective decisions, fundamental to business applications such 

as inventory & manufacturing control [6]. 

Controlling has to do with the prediction of the future state of an article [7] based on 

an established route. This can help companies compare the current state of an object 

versus the desired and planned status. 

The TTC Systems are an essential element of the business strategy that enables the 

desired competitive advantages key to the success of a business such as: on-time product 

output and cycle time monitoring for increasing overall efficiency purposes [8]. See figure 

1 for a visual explanation of the TTC Systems. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Typical TTC System [9]. 

3 RFID Technology 

RFID technology is an Automated Data Identification and Acquisition System that allows 

collecting and transferring production and business information [10]. It is also, from a 

more technical perspective, the use of radiofrequency waves to transfer data from an 

electronic tag (RFDI tag) adhered to an object, through a transceiver (RFID reader) for the 

purpose of identifying and tracing it through the manufacturing process [11]. 

 It has been proved that RFID can help organizations monitor their assets and obtain 

key development indicators in an accurate manner, perform more efficient manufacturing 

operations and allow the managing personnel with opportune information for making 

decisions in real-time [12]. RFID technology expands at an accelerated rate in the 

manufacturing sector. The main challenge in its technological application lies on how to 
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turn the collected real-time data through RFID into useful (intelligent) information since it 

is here where the value of RFID can be best observed.  

3.1 RFID vs. Barcode 

RFID technology can be used instead of the traditional barcode identification system [13]. 

In the field of logistics, the traditional track & trace and asset managing methods are 

performed by barcode systems, which require a line of sight in order to work. The 

automatic reading system provided by RFID can reduce the work and time of scanning 

process required by the barcode [14]. See Table 1 for the main differences between RFID 

and Barcode. 

Table 1. Barcode-RFID Comparative [14] 

Attribute Barcode RFID 

Technology Optical image Radiofrequency, wireless 

Data capacity 24-2000 characters Sevaral thousand characters 

Reading requirements Line of sight required Withing detection range 

Security Data can be reproduced Data can be removed/erased 

Read Rate One at a time Multiple tags can be read 

3.2 RFID System Architecture 

The RFID System Architecture consists of three main components: RFID tags, RFID 

readers and a Backend System [15]. See figure 1 for a general scheme. 

RFID tags: labels that are attached to the object of interest. They contain an 

integrated circuit that stores identification data through an electronic code. The tags 

communicate the identification data back to the readers for managing purposes [6]. Tags 

can be classified based on their operation frequency as: low, high and ultra high; or 

according to their powering technique as: passive, semipassive and active [16]. 

RFID Readers: their function is that of generating an electromagnetic field in order 

to excite the tags and facilitate the communication among them. The reader consists of its 

own power source, processing capacity and an antenna [16]. Moreover, the modern 

readers have an integrated system with interconnection capacity (WiFi o LAN) that allows 

them to be linked to a computational hardware [17].  

Backend System: the readers are connected to a computational network where 

information is collected and processed. This is where the most complex procedures take 

place. The Backend System has to do with the development of software architecture, 

middleware and platform integration [15] for information to be processed and presented 

as needed .  
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4 RFID Protocol: A Case Study 

The company where the application frame will be developed as part of the thesis work is a 

Blinds Manufacturer located in Mexico. The specific area of interest is called Woven 

Woods where bamboo, braided rattan & mesh reed blinds are manufactured. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Typical RFID System Architecture [15]. 

4.1 Problem Statement 

In the field of Tracking & Tracing of the production activity limited advances have taken 

place. There is, in fact, a first attempt of production quantification at the end of the line, 

but is limited in both visibility and responsiveness. The overall production metrics are 

generally known at the end of the shift or even until the next day. Consult Table 2 for a 

complete metrics summary. 

There is no system capable of providing in real-time the performance of the 

production level, namely overall efficiency, nor the detection of an asset with the required 

accuracy. Moreover, when a customer complaint is received, there is uncertainty as to 

who, how, when and where the non-conformance generated.  

The only spots for visualizing the location and flow of assets are at the beginning 

and at the end of the process where only part of the operations can be monitored. This 

represents a big uncertainty over the real utilization of the resources. Derived from this 

limited visibility, dependant of operator’s scanning, there is a consulting application 

called Line Monitor which key members can access to in order to obtain tracking 

information. See figure 3 for a detailed picture.  

4.2 Existing Technology 

The current identification technology in the company is barcode. These barcodes are 

attached to the work-order, needed through the manufacturing process as a master 

document for building the blinds, and to the main components of the product.  
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Table 2. Woven Woods Metrics Summary 

Metric Goal/2011  Actual (2012)  

Efficiency > 80% 75% 

Shipped Blinds 62,656 units 21,763 units 

Internal Quality  3223 ppms 5057 ppms 

External Quality  

On-time Delivery 

4750 ppms 

> 98.5% 

6820 ppms 

94.7% 

 

 

Fig. 3. Woven Woods General Process Map and Visibility 

There is one Zebra R110Xi4™ printer/encoder that provides the barcodes for the whole 

area. The printer is capable of printing UHF EPC Gen 2 V1.2 RFID tags under the ISO 

1800-6C standard [18]. 

On the other hand, the company’s current ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) 

system is SAP (Systems, Applications, and Products in Data Processing). SAP serves as 

the current software for almost all the business operations and reports which includes 

those of Bill of Materials & Operation Sequence (Routing) Management that are of 

special interest for the purpose of this work. A prototype application with the desired 

features will be conceived based on the TTC System, RFID System Structure & RFID 

Tracking Network approaches. The SAP System will then serve as a source of 

information for a proposed Assets TTC System. 
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5 Conclusions 

The Thesis Work will be divided into three phases:  RFID Architecture Structure, 

Software Application Platform and Testing of the RFID Technology in a Controlled 

Environment. 

The first phase is about to be finished and will derive on a RFID Architecture Model. 

The bibliographic revision has included 113 articles and 11 theses works. By the 

beginning of 2013 the second phase will be finished with a Software Prototype that will 

include the communication with SAP System. The final phase will be developed in an 

RFID Laboratory where real sample products will be tested for applicability and 

feasibility purposes. 
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